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As late Ming Dynasty famous play writer and researcher, Shen jing 
occupied the important status that can't be ignored in the development history in 
Chinese classical opera. His 17 plays were included in《Shu Yu Tang Legend》. 
Some of them have died, and there are 7 extant.  
Shen jing's plays made the stage important, and explored the reform of the 
stage system actively. He avoided the trend of “works of the desk”, and 
demonstrated the completely different style with the works of most writers at the 
same time. The value of his works was definite. But the result less than 
satisfactory in spreading actually, few of them spread in later age. The 
phenomenon is worth probing into. 
In first part of the thesis, analyses the performing Characteristic of Shen 
jing’s plays from content of the subject matter, structure system, operatic tunes, 
means of the stage, spoken parts and libretto, etc. Should probe into works 
person who perform and spread for ensuing contradiction of situation offer the 
ocular understanding foundation. 
In the second part, introduce the condition of Shen jing’s plays spread and 
kept. Analyses the reason why the condition of Shen Jing’s plays actually spread 
not broad.  
Finally, analyses the influence of Shen jing's operatic tunes theory and 
legend in later age in all fields, and ripe on later generation, affirms their position 
and value in Chinese classical opera development history. 
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李真瑜 1999 年 1 月发表在《文学遗产》上的《吴江沈氏文学世家作家
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健的《中国戏剧文学的瑰宝——明清传奇》，王卫民 1995 年 3 月发表在《华
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